Mardi 22 février 2022 / Tuesday 22th February 2022
3.00 pm (Paris time) / 5.30 pm (Tehran time)
on Skyroom

Regards sur la céramique, 1 / Insights into ceramic arts, 1

New data about the «Poteries de Bamiyan» (Afghanistan)
by Guergana Guionova (CNRS, Aix Marseille Univ, LA3M, Aix-en-Provence)
and Thomas Lorain (MAFAB/University of Bamberg)

Architectural decoration, tiles and brickworks of Alamut Castle
through historical data
by Hamideh Choubak (ICCAR, RICHT, MCTH)

A Research on the Islamic Ceramics of the Sultâniyya plain, Iran
by Mahsa Feizi (PhD Tehran University/Lyon 2)

Discussion. Chairperson: Yves Porter (Aix Marseille Univ/IUF/LA3M)

Language: English
To participate, please register before February 21th:
http://webquest.fr/?m=115567Regards-sur-les-arts-du-monde-iranien-periodes-islamiques

contact: sandra.aube@cnrs.fr